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ABSTRACT 

A Star is an exceptionally hot bundle of a gas, this gas is called plasma it starts 

their life from nebula which is a cloud of gas and dust, spread out over huge 

colossal volume. In this research paper we explained star evolution and end. 

We include how a star born and transform its various stages from nebula to 

main sequence star. As per star mass and temperature, there are mostly two 

kinds of star: small (average) star and massive star. After star arrangement 

small and massive star grow in a different way. At the point when all the 

hydrogen in small star has been utilized, star extends and its surface cools, it is 

then changes over in to red giant and being to consume helium. After red giant 

organize it changes over in to planetary nebula and later in white dwarf star. 

Massive stars create from fundamental succession stars rapidly, getting to be 

red super giant. These detonate in to supernova, at that point their centers 

falling to from neutron star or if adequately huge; change over in to black hole. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Star is a glowing chunk of gas, for the most part Hydrogen 

and Helium, held together by its own gravity. Star is made 

from billows of gas and dust called Nebula [1]. Nebula is an 

origin of a star. In stellar cloud, the dust and gas gather in to 

giant clouds. As they starts to gather, star starts to shape. 

Cloud contains for the most part hydrogen with little 

measure of helium, oxygen, sulfur and other heavier 

components [2]. The gravitational or attractive unsettling 

influence makes the cloud crumple. As the gases gather, they 

lose possibly vitality, [3] which comes about is an expansion 

in temperature, at that point the star start to birth. A cloud is 

numerous lights a very long time crosswise over and 

contains enough mass to make a few thousand stars. Stars 

are extremely hot in light of the fact that atomic response did 

inside them. Atomic combination responses in its [5] center 

help the star against gravity and deliver photons and 

warmth and also little measure of heavier components. At 

the point when the gas comes to around 10 million K (18 

million F) Hydrogen cores start to meld in to Helium cores, 

[4] and the star is conceived. A Star sparkles because of 

atomic combination of hydrogen in to Helium in its center. 

The areas are thick; they are hazy to unmistakable light and 

are known as Dark Nebula. Planetary cloud is the external 

layers of a star that are lost, when the star changes from a 

red giant to a white smaller star. The sun is the nearest star 

to the earth. 

  

 

 

 

LIFE CYCLE OF A STAR- 

 
Figure 1- Life Process of a Star: From Stellar Nebula to 

Black hole [21] 

STAR FORMATION – 

Star form inside moderately thick grouping of interstellar 

gas and dust [6]. This locale is to a great degree cool 

(temperature around 10 to 20 k). At this temperature gases 

become subatomic implying that molecules bind together. 

CO and H2 are the most widely recognized particles in 

interstellar gas mists. The profound icy likewise makes the 

gas cluster to high densities, when the thickness achieves a 

specific point, star shape.  

 

CLOUD COLLAPSE-Star arrangement starts when the denser 

parts of the mists center crumple under their claim gravity 

these centers commonly have masses around the 104 sun 

based masses as gas and tidy. The centers are denser than 

the external mists, so they fall first [7]. As the centers rumple 

they piece in to clusters around 0.1 parsecs in measure & 10 
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to 50 sunlight based masses in mass. These clusters at that 

point shape in to protostars. The whole procedure takes 

around 10 millions. 

 

PROTOSTAR-A Protostar is a gathering of gas that has [8] 

crumpled down from a goliath sub-atomic cloud. The 

protostar period of stellar advancement keeps going around 

100,000 years. Over time, gravity and weight increment 

driving the protostar to fall down [9]. The majority of the 

vitality discharge by the protostar comes just from the 

warming caused by the gravitational vitality.  

 

T-TAURI STAR – A T-Tauri star is organize in a stars 

arrangement and development just before it turns into a 

fundamental succession star. This stage happens toward the 

finish of the protostar stage, when the gravitational weight 

holding the star together is the wellspring of all its vitality. T 

Tauri star don't have enough weight and temperature at 

their centres to produce atomic combination [10], yet they 

do take after main sequence. T Tauri stars can have 

extensive territories of sunspot scope, and have serious X 

beam flares and to a great degree intense stellar breezes. 

Stars will stay in the T Tauri arrange for around 100 million 

years.  

 

MAIN SEQUENCE STAR- The greater part of all stars in our 

galaxy and even the universe are fundamental succession 

stars. Our sun is a primary arrangement star as are our 

closest neighbours, Sirius and Alpha centaury. Fundamental 

grouping stars can vary in measure mass and brilliance yet 

they are on the whole doing likewise, Converting hydrogen 

into helium in their centres, discharging a huge measure of 

vitality. A star in the fundamental arrangement is in a phase 

of hydrostatic harmony. Gravity is pulling the star are 

internal, and the light weight from all the combination 

responses in the star are stopping outward. The internal and 

outward powers adjust each other out, and the star 

fundamental points a circular shape. Stars in the primary 

arrangement will have a size that relies upon their mass, 

which characterizes the measure of gravity pulling them 

internal. The lower mass point of confinement for a 

fundamental arrangement star is around 0.08 times the mass 

of the sun or 80 times the mass of Jupiter [11].This is the 

base measure of gravitational just weight need to touch off 

combination in the center , star can hypothetically develop to 

in excess of 100 times the mass of the sun. In main sequence 

stage stars have enough mass to generate nuclear fusion and 

have properly shined. 

 

DOWNGRADING OF THE STAR-  

Stars have been characterized by their mass. A stars mass 

decide its centre weight and temperature and in this manner 

decide its combination rate. As indicated by this 

arrangement stars are low mass or little star, medium 

measured star, and high huge star. At the point when star 

run out their fuel, they don't immediately die and then 

disappear. Contingent upon their size, they experience a 

procedure. In this procedure normal star and little star 

become changed in to red giant, planetary cloud and white 

midget. Enormous stars wind up red super goliath, detonate 

as supernova and afterward move toward becoming neutron 

star or black hole [12].  

 

� DOWNGRADING OF SMALL STAR- 

Low mass star burns through billions of years melding 

hydrogen to helium in their center by means of proton-

proton chain. Over its lifetime, a low mass star devours its 

center hydrogen and converts it in to helium. As the 

hydrogen shell consuming produces more helium, the center 

increment in mass and temperature. The external might of 

the star, which is still for the most part hydrogen, starts to 

grow and sparkles red. The star has now achieved the red 

giant stage. It is red since it is cooler than it was in the 

primary succession star stage and it is a giant on the grounds 

that the external shell has extended outwards. For low mass 

star after the helium has combined in to carbon, the center 

crumples again. As the center crumple the external layers of 

the star are removed [13]. A planetary cloud is framed by the 

external layers; at that point the center stays as a white 

smaller person and in the long run cools to wind up a black 

midget.  

 

• RED GIANT STAR 

Red giant is a vast star of high luminosity and low surface 

temperature (3300-5300 k). Red goliath is believed to be in a 

late stage to of advancement, when no Hydrogen stays in its 

center to fuel atomic combination. Red monsters are littler 

and less gigantic than red supergiant. Spectral type of red 

mammoth is M, K. In this star Hydrogen as yet being melded 

into Helium, yet in a might around latent Helium center [14]. 

In red monsters, the amassing of Helium from Hydrogen 

combination causes a compression of center that raises the 

inner temperature. This triggers Hydrogen combination in 

the external layers of the star, making it develop in size and 

glow. Because of a bigger surface region, the surface 

temperature is really lower (redder). They in the long run 

discharge their external layers to frame a planetary cloud, 

while the center turns into a white midget. The period of red 

mammoth star is 0.1 to 2 billion years. Case of red monster 

star is Aldebaran and Arcturus [15]. 

 

• PLANETARY NEBULA – 

A Planetary Nebula is a growing , shining shell of hot gas 

(plasma) ,that is pushed off towards the finish of a low mass 

stars life . The word planetary cloud is a misnomer that 

began in the 1768 S with cosmologist WILLIAM HERSCHEL, 

in light of the fact that when seen through his telescope, 

these items look like the adjusted states of planets. A 

youthful planetary cloud has the most elevated densities, 

some of the time as high as 106 particles for each cm3. As 

nebulae age there development causes their thickness is 

diminishes. The mass of planetary cloud mass range from 0.1 

to 1 sunlight based masses [16]. Low stars hand over to 

planetary cloud towards the finish of their red mammoth 

stage. Now the star turns out to be very temperamental and 

starts to throb. The external layer is shot out by the 

subsequent solid stellar breezes. As the external layers float 

away from the star, the remaining center sparkles splendidly 

and is exceptionally hot (100000°c) and the center is 

currently changed in to a white small star. Planetary cloud is 

moderately fleeting and last only a couple of a huge number 

of years. Planetary cloud assumes a pivotal part in the 

compound advancement of the smooth route by ousting 

components to the interstellar medium from stars. The 

improved material from the planetary cloud is scattered into 

space and will be utilized for future ages of star.  

 

• WHITE DWARF – 

In the white smaller star organize stars have passed over 

their external layer late in their lives. These stellar leftovers 

never again create vitality to balance their mass and are 

bolstered against gravitational crumple by a procedure 
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called electron decadence weight. The surface temperature 

of a white diminutive star is 8000K-4000K. Spectral type of 

white smaller star is D. White smaller star comprise of 

deteriorate matter with a high thickness because of 

gravitational impacts. The common period of white midget is 

100,000-10 billions years .More than 91%of stars speculated 

to begin white smaller star. These super hot structure will 

stays hot for trillion of years before cooling to become black 

hole.  

 

� DOWNGRADING OF MASSIVE STAR- 

A star which is bigger than eight sun based masses amid its 

normal fundamental grouping lifetime is viewed as a 

monstrous star. They ordinarily have a speedy main 

sequence arrangement stage, a short red super monster 

stage and a staggering passing through a supernova blast. 

Enormous stars are born simply like normal stars, out of 

dust called cloud. On the off chance that the dust storms are 

vast, it will make a huge star. Huge stars consume their 

"atomic combination" considerably quicker than the low 

mass stars. The surface temperature of huge stars is 2000-

30000°C, and generally seem blue and radish blue. An 

enormous star will consume at a greatly high temperature, it 

will be flawlessly brilliant, and however its hydrogen will 

just last a huge number of years. This may appear like quite a 

while, yet it is a flicker of the eye in contrast with littler star 

that exists for billions of year. Toward the finish of their 

development, they deliver a standout amongst the most 

tremendous wonders that can be seen in the sky: a 

supernova blast.  

 

• RED SUPERGIANT- 

Red supergiant star is stars that have depleted their supply 

of hydrogen at their centers and therefore their external 

layers extend massively as they develop [17] off the primary 

succession. Spectral type of red super monster is K, M. The 

temperature of this sort of star is 3500-4500 K. Stars of this 

compose is the greatest stars. The period of red super 

monster is 3 million to 100 million years. In uncommon 

cases, red super goliath stars have sufficiently gigantic to 

meld high components, that around the center. Red super 

monster inevitably crush them in a supernova deserting a 

neutron star or black hole. Case of red super monster is 

Betelgeuse and Antares. 

 

• SUPERNOVA – 

The word supernova was begat by Walter Baade and Fritz 

Zwicky in 1931. A supernova is a travel cosmic occasion that 

happens amid the last stellar developmental phases of an 

enormous stars life. Supernova happens when normal stars 

fall in to neutron stars. A supernova produces, in a solitary 

minutes as much vitality as the sun radiates in two hundred 

years. It sparkle like billions stars. A supernova blast is a 

somewhat uncommon occasion among the closest stars. It 

happens not any more than two times in century. The part of 

supernova in the advancement of the star is critical [18]. In 

current time, one of the better known supernovas was 

SN1987A from 1987, which is as yet being examined by 

space experts.  

 

• NEUTRON STAR – 

Neutron stars are the fell center of monstrous star that were 

involved past the white diminutive person arrange amid a 

supernova organize. At the point when stars are bigger then 

around 10 sun powered masses deplete their fuel, their 

center crumple to shape neutron star. The temperature of 

neutron star is 600000 K and radius is low because of their 

little size. The age of this sort of star is undetermined yet 

assessed to between 100000-10 billions years. In this stage 

the whole mass of the stellar leftover comprises of neutrons 

yet convey no electrical charge [19]. For this situation the 

electrons will intertwine with protons to deliver impartial 

particles called neutrons, which packed until the point that 

they can never again possess a little space. Neutron stars are 

bolstered against their own mass by a procedure called 

"neutron decline weight". Neutron stars with high turn rates 

might have the capacity to oppose crumbling in to black hole 

regardless of whether they have sub stationary mineral then 

3 sunlight based masses. Stars bigger than 40 sun based 

masses with centers bigger then around 2.5 sun based 

masses are probably going to wind up black hole rather than 

neutrons stars. For a black hole to shape the thickness must 

more sufficiently noteworthy to conquer neutron decadence. 

Case of a neutron star is PSR O108-1431-Closest neutron 

star and PSR JO348+0432 – The most enormous neutron 

star.  

 

• BLACK HOLE – 

The most enormous stars with masses all the more than 

three times that of our suns ay end their lives in a supernova 

blast. After a supernova blast the gravity is strong to the 

point that gas is pulled inwards in the long run the greater 

part of this mass is contained within a circle just 30 km [20] 

in a measurement. The gravity turns out to be strong to the 

point that nothing can escape not by any means light, this is a 

black hole. The thickness of issue in a black hole can't be 

estimated. Space expert can't recognize black hole 

straightforwardly. Researcher can ascertain the mass of a 

black hole by its impact on close-by stars. In the universe, 

there are a wide range of black holes ,with 'stellar mass' 

black holes the consequence of a star around 10 times 

heavier than the sun ,finishing its life in a supernova blast , 

while 'super monstrous' black hole found at the focal point of 

cosmic systems might be millions or billions of time more 

huge than the sun . Cases of black hole are Cygnus X-1 and 

Sagittarius A. 

 

CONCLUSION- 

Advancing innovation is expanding our comprehension and 

revelation of the universe specifically the arrangement of 

stars and their life cycle. A star will change and create itself 

after some time from a: nebula; star; red giant; supernova; 

neutron star; white dwarf; and potentially a black hole. After 

research we find that star normal life is 10 billion year. We 

presume that even the original of the star in our cosmic 

system, whose remainders are currently white dwarf have 

not had an opportunity to cool beneath 4000 K. consequently 

the cosmic system and the entire universe must be no less 

than 10 billion year old.  

 

In around 5 to 6 million years our sun will have drained the 

hydrogen fuel in its center. After the sun's center has been 

totally changed over from hydrogen to helium, atomic 

responses will end. Warmth produced by the crumbling 

center will likewise spread to the sun's other internal layers. 

After this procedure sun wind up changed over into red giant 

stage. The red giant sun will be a few times more luminous 

than today. In this stage sun turn out to be so extensive as to 

overwhelm earth, in which case the planet will be 

obliterated. In this stage the sun's vitality will be 10% more 

than it is today. When the sun's center is totally changed 

over from helium to carbon and oxygen, the center will by 
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and by contract under the power of gravity. The sun will be 

then viewed as a white midget stage. At the last stage it will 

be changed over into a dark small star. 
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